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Genome sequencing

Flipped learning:
Prior reading of selected articles

Direct to consumer genetic testing



Genome sequencing
Direct to consumer genetic testing

AncestryDNA 23&me National Geographic

Same DNA



• The validity of some claims about what DNA results 
mean has been questioned

• Results need to be declared for insurance

• Genetics is probabilistic

• Data privacy

• Inherently genetic data interpretation 
is not absolute because it compares                           
to the DNA held in a database                                                         
from people today 

Genome sequencing
Direct to consumer genetic testing: the issues

Critical thinking:
Discussion to agree what issues may arise



Would you use direct to consumer genetic testing?

I would send off / my 
DNA for testing

I would NOT send off 
my DNA for testing

Genome sequencing
Direct to consumer genetic testing: the issues

Line of agreement:
What do you think and why?

Agree Disagree

10 1



Catching a killer: what if it’s not 
alternative parentage or health 
risk but the presence of a 
murderer in the family revealed 
by your DNA?

• California 1976 – 1986

• 12 murders

• 50+ rapes

• ‘Golden State Killer’

Genome sequencing
Direct to consumer genetic testing: the unexpected

Narrative / life-changing:
Why these questions are relevant to everyone



Golden State Killer suspect

‘Golden State Killer’

1. Crime scene DNA retained

2. Matched to data from ancestry 
website

3. Discarded sample obtained 
from suspect family member

Genome sequencing
Direct to consumer genetic testing: the unexpected
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Genetic engineering
Acceptable uses of genetic engineering

Line of agreement:
What do you think and why?

Scientists should be allowed to use GM technology to...

… develop new disease-resistant varieties of wheat.

Agree Disagree



Genetic engineering
Acceptable uses of genetic engineering

Line of agreement:
What do you think and why?

Scientists should be allowed to use GM technology to...

… develop new wheat varieties with higher yields

Agree Disagree



Genetic engineering
Acceptable uses of genetic engineering

Structured discussion leading to scientific argumentation:
A. Providing context

Evaluate whether genetic engineering of crops can 
contribute to global food security.



Genetic engineering
Acceptable uses of genetic engineering

Structured discussion leading to scientific argumentation:
B. Providing structure



Genetic engineering
Acceptable uses of genetic engineering

Structured discussion leading to scientific argumentation:
B. Providing structure



Genetic engineering
Acceptable uses of genetic engineering

Structured discussion leading to scientific argumentation:
B. Providing structure

The command word 
evaluate requires a 
combination of 
claims, evidence to 
support those claims 
and the ability to link 
the 2 in a conclusion

Claim Evidence

Conclusion



Genetic engineering
Acceptable uses of genetic engineering

Structured discussion leading to scientific argumentation:
B. Providing structure



Genetic engineering
Acceptable uses of genetic engineering

Structured discussion leading to scientific argumentation:
C. Evaluating claims

Evaluate whether genetic engineering of crops can 
contribute to global food security.



Genetic engineering
Acceptable uses of genetic engineering

Structured discussion leading to scientific argumentation:
D. Supporting evidence

Evaluate whether genetic engineering of crops can 
contribute to global food security.



Genetic engineering
Acceptable uses of genetic engineering

Structured discussion leading to scientific argumentation:
E. Conclusion

Evaluate whether genetic engineering of crops can 
contribute to global food security.

Claim Evidence

Conclusion



Genetic engineering
Acceptable uses of genetic engineering

Line of agreement:
What do you think and why?

Scientists should be allowed to use GM technology to...

… develop new disease-resistant varieties of wheat.

Agree Disagree



Genetic engineering
Acceptable uses of genetic engineering

Line of agreement:
What do you think and why?

Scientists should be allowed to use GM technology to...

… develop new wheat varieties with higher yields

Agree Disagree
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What uses of gene 
editing are ethically 
justifiable? 

Rank the 9 uses of 
gene editing, 
balancing the 
outcomes with          
the ethics

Gene editing

Most justifiable 

Next most 
justifiable 

Next most 
justifiable 

Less justifiable 

Least justifiable 

Acceptable uses of gene editing

Diamond 9:
What do you think and why?



Gene editing
Acceptable uses of gene editing

Diamond 9:
What do you think and why?

… use gene editing to develop new plant 
strains in agriculture, for example 
disease-resistant strains of wheat.

Scientists should be allowed to…



Gene editing
Acceptable uses of gene editing

Diamond 9:
What do you think and why?

… use gene editing to create chickens 
that produce only female offspring to 

improve the yield of eggs.

Scientists should be allowed to…



Gene editing
Acceptable uses of gene editing

Diamond 9:
What do you think and why?

… use gene editing without the need to 
label farm produce from these organisms 

as genetically modified.

Scientists should be allowed to…



Gene editing
Acceptable uses of gene editing

Diamond 9:
What do you think and why?

… use gene editing to control mosquito 
populations that spread infectious 

diseases like malaria, using gene drives.

Scientists should be allowed to…



Gene editing
Acceptable uses of gene editing

Diamond 9:
What do you think and why?

… use gene editing to alter pig cells to prevent virus 
transmission, so that organs can be transplanted 

from pigs to humans (xenotransplantation).

Scientists should be allowed to…



Gene editing
Acceptable uses of gene editing

Diamond 9:
What do you think and why?

… use gene editing to produce bacteria 
intended to cause a disease outbreak.

Scientists should be allowed to…



Gene editing
Acceptable uses of gene editing

Diamond 9:
What do you think and why?

… use gene editing to correct the genetic mutation 
that causes muscular dystrophy through gene 

therapy in children or adults.

Scientists should be allowed to…



Gene editing
Acceptable uses of gene editing

Diamond 9:
What do you think and why?

… use gene editing to correct the genetic mutation 
for cystic fibrosis in early stage embryos (pre-

implantation genetic manipulation).

Scientists should be allowed to…



Gene editing
Acceptable uses of gene editing

Diamond 9:
What do you think and why?

… use gene editing to enhance 
athletic ability in early stage embryos (pre-

implantation genetic manipulation).

Scientists should be allowed to…



Gene editing
Contributing to the public debate 

Submitting responses to public consultations:
Student contribution to societal dialogue

Very 
interesting 

and 
worthwhile.

Definitely should 
be done again. It 
was really good.

A smashing day! The 
discussion was very insightful 
and really opened my mind to 
the possible future for work in 

genetics. 
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If there’s something I’ve talked about you’d like and can’t 
find, please do get in contact ☺

Blog article, Kristen Brown: http://www.msn.com/en-
gb/money/technology/how-dna-testing-botched-my-
familys-heritage-and-probably-yours-too/ar-
AAv4x44?ocid=se

SAPS / EIT Food, Genetic engineering resources: 
https://www.saps.org.uk/secondary/teaching-
resources/1458-selective-breeding-and-genetic-
engineering

Nuffield Council on Bioethics, Genome Editing:                       
Genome-editing-an-ethical-review-short-guide.pdf 
(nuffieldbioethics.org)

Resources 
A selected set from this presentation

http://www.msn.com/en-gb/money/technology/how-dna-testing-botched-my-familys-heritage-and-probably-yours-too/ar-AAv4x44?ocid=se
https://www.saps.org.uk/secondary/teaching-resources/1458-selective-breeding-and-genetic-engineering
https://www.nuffieldbioethics.org/assets/pdfs/Genome-editing-an-ethical-review-short-guide.pdf

